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1. Introduction 

RePPP (Regional Population Projection Program) is an Excel-based program which produces subnational population 
projections. It generates projections by sex and five year age group for between 2 and 50 subnational regions over a projection 
horizon of between 5 and 50 years. The program is suitable for regions varying in size from SA2 areas to States and Territories. 

The projection model within RePPP is a multi-bi-regional cohort-component model, a lower input data version of the more 
data-hungry multi-regional model (Rees 1997; Wilson and Bell 2004). The model is based on the movement population 
accounting framework (Rees 1984) and the program calculates regional population projections using population accounting 
equations. Thus the projected population of any cohort at the end of the projection interval at time t+5 years is the population 
of that cohort five years earlier plus or minus the various demographic components of change: 

Pop (time t+5) = Pop (time t) – Deaths – Out-migration – Emigration + In-migration + Immigration. 

For babies born during the projection interval the initial population is replaced by the number of births: 

Pop (time t+5) = Births – Deaths – Out-migration – Emigration + In-migration + Immigration. 

Out-migration and in-migration refer to migration flows from each region to the rest of the country, and vice versa; 
immigration and emigration describe movements from and to overseas, respectively. Mathematical details of the model are 
available in a separate technical paper ‘RePPP model description’ (Wilson 2017). 

RePPP version 1.0 was created and tested in Microsoft Excel 2010 (32-bit) so to avoid compatibility issues it is recommended 
that the program is used in this version of Excel. It is also strongly recommended that users: 

▪ are familiar with the principles of the cohort-component projection model; 
▪ understand the fundamental terms and concepts of demography (preferably including life tables); 
▪ have a high level of computer literacy generally; 
▪ are experienced with Microsoft Excel; 
▪ are comfortable navigating the ABS website. 

This User Guide describes the steps required to produce a set of population projections using RePPP, including input data 
preparation, assumption-setting, running, error handling and projection output reviewing. The projections production process 
is summarized in Figure 1 below. 

Following this introduction, the User Guide begins by describing how to get started with the RePPP Excel files. It then describes 
all the key data entry and output worksheets in the main Excel file. The following sections then explain how to validate input 
data, create projections, deal with run-time errors, and review and check projection outputs. Section 15 consists of a glossary 
of key projection terms. 

Input data can be obtained and prepared by the program author on request. However, advanced users may prefer to 
undertake this task themselves. 
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Figure 1: Summary of the projection production process 
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2. Getting started 

The projection system requires two Excel files: 

▪ RePPP.xlsm, the main file which contains the projection input data, projection model, and outputs; and 
▪ RePPP_output_template.xlsx, a template used for producing optional Excel output workbooks for individual regions. 

Normally this file will not need to be opened. 

Both files can be placed in any directory. The RePPP.xlsm file can be renamed if you wish (but must retain the .xlsm extension); 
the RePPP_output_template.xlsx filename must not be changed. 

To begin, open RePPP.xlsm. If Excel presents a security warning, click on “Enable Content”. If it does not, check that your 
settings allow macros to run. In Excel 2010 go to: 

▪ File Menu (top left-hand corner)  
▪ Options (at the bottom of the list at the left) 
▪ Trust Center  
▪ Trust Center Settings 
▪ Macro Settings. Choose “Disable all macros with notification”. 

RePPP should now be ready to use. 

Please do not add or delete any rows or columns in the RePPP workbook. The program code reads inputs from specific cell 
locations, so if they are moved the program is likely to fail.  

Table 1 overleaf lists the worksheets within RePPP. Yellow-tabbed sheets require input data or user decisions, red-tabbed 
sheets contain the main projection outputs, and grey-tabbed sheets provide technical or detailed information. 

Within the yellow-tabbed sheets, cells with a yellow background indicate where input data should be provided. Please do not 
change the number format of any these input data cells. When copying and pasting data, use Paste > Values to avoid 
overwriting the formatting in RePPP and copying formulas from your source file. 
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Table 1: Worksheets in RePPP.xlsm 

Sheet Purpose 

Cover Displays the program name and important information 

Control For setting high-level parameters and projection options, validating input data, and 
running the program 

Labels For inputting region names and other labels required by the program 

Jumpoffpops For supplying jump-off (launch year) populations 

Fertility For supplying fertility rate assumptions 

Mortality For supplying life expectancy at birth assumptions and the mortality surface 

Internalmigration For supplying internal migration in- and out-migration rates and optional net internal 
migration assumptions 

Internationalmigration For supplying emigration rates and immigration flows and optional net international 
migration assumptions 

Constrainingtotals For supplying optional total populations which can be used to constrain the age-sex 
projections via migration 

Totals Contains projected total populations for each region 

Index Presents the total population in the form of an index where the jump-off population is 
set to 100.0 

Rates Contains projected annual average growth rates for each region 

BroadAges Contains the projected age distribution in broad ages 0-14, 15-64 and 65+ 

MedianAges Contains projected median ages for each region 

Components Contains projected components of change for each region 

AgeSex Presents the projected regional populations by sex and five year age group 

SexRatios Presents projected sex ratios by age for checking purposes 

ASFRs Records fertility rates used in the projections 

ASDRs Records death rates used in the projections 

ASIMRs Records in-migration rates used in the projections 

ASOMRs Records out-migration rates used in the projections 

ASERs Records emigration rates used in the projections 

ASINs Records age-specific annual average immigration numbers used in the projections 

Deaths Contains projected deaths by period-cohort and sex 

Inmig Contains projected in-migration by period-cohort and sex 

Outmig Contains projected out-migration by period-cohort and sex 

Immig Contains immigration by period-cohort and sex 

Emig Contains projected emigration by period-cohort and sex 

Log Log file of selected technical details 
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3. Control 

 

The control panel sets overarching parameters and options for the projections. 

First, type in the jump-off year in cell A4. Then, just below it, select the final year of the projections using the drop-down 
menu. 

Choose one of four migration options: 
1. No migration 

2. Use specified migration rates/immigration flows 

3. Constrain to specified net migration totals 

4. Constrain to independent regional population totals. 

The ‘no migration’ option, as the name suggests, runs the projection model with all migration flows set to zero. Usually this  
wouldn’t be used as a sensible migration assumption. But it can prove informative to compare the results with projections 
which include migration to illustrate the difference migration makes. 

The second option runs the projections with the migration rates and immigration flows for each region and projection interval 
provided by the user in sheets ‘Internalmigration’ and ‘Internationalmigration’. This is likely to be a commonly chosen option. 

The third option uses the migration rates and immigration flows specified by the user, but adjusts them so that they match 
specified net migration totals supplied at the top of the ‘Internalmigration’ and ‘Internationalmigration’ sheets. For example, if 
net internal 
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migration is set at a higher level than implied by the user-supplied migration rates, then the program will increase in-migration 
and decrease out-migration proportionally to achieve the required net migration value. Be aware, however, that there are 
limits to how much the original migration rates can be scaled. If the scaled rates of out-migration, emigration plus deaths 
exceed 1.0 for any age-sex group, the program will abort. This is also likely to be a commonly chosen option. 

The fourth option also uses the migration rates and immigration flows specified by the user, but adjusts them so that the 
projections match the total populations supplied in the ‘Constrainingtotals’ sheet. This option should be used with caution. 
Large changes in total populations may imply extreme migration flows which could cause the program to abort. 

The blue ‘Validate’ button runs a routine to check that all input data have been supplied and that the values lie within possible 
ranges. Only run the validation routine once all input data have been added to the various input worksheets. 

Under the ‘Projection output files’ heading choose whether you would like to produce separate Excel workbooks summarising 
the projections for individual regions. If so, give the full file path where the RePPP_output_template.xlsx file is located 
(including \ at the end). This is also where the additional output files will be written out. Note that if this file path is incorrect, 
the program will fail. If you paste the file path here, use Paste > Values. 

The red button runs the projection model. Be advised that any earlier projections in the red-tabbed sheets will be overwritten 
without warning. If you wish to keep an earlier set of projections, it is recommended that you create a copy of the file 
containing those projections and give it a different name, e.g. “RePPP main series.xlsm”. 

The grey button at the top right-hand corner of the control panel removes input data in the yellow cells throughout the Excel 
workbook. It also deletes notes in the blue cells. The action cannot be undone, so use this with caution. 
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4. Labels 

 

In the labels worksheet provide the names of regions. Use Paste > Values if you are pasting a block of region names. The 
regions should cover the whole of the country, so if you wish to produce projections for regions covering only part of the 
country, add an additional region which covers the remainder of the country (e.g. “Rest of Australia”). 

Please ensure that the cells underneath the name of the last region are left blank. The program needs to count the number of 
regions and does so by determining the number of cells in this list that are not blank. 

 

Age group labels are used throughout the Excel workbook and projection output files. Generally, these labels should not be 
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changed. But if you do wish to modify them (e.g. from “0-4” to “0-4 years”) you can do so here. 

Period-cohort labels (below) are also used in many places in the workbook. They are used to describe period-cohorts of 
demographic rates and flows, which refer to demographic events experienced by cohorts over periods of time. The labels refer 
to the age groups of the cohorts at the start and end of five year intervals. For example, “15-19 – 20-24” refers to the cohort 
aged 15-19 years at the start of a five year interval and aged 20-24 at the end of it. Generally, these labels should not be 
changed, but you can modify them here if you wish. 
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5. Jumpoffpops 

 

 

The jump-off (or launch year) populations which form the starting point of the projections need to be supplied in the 
‘Jumpoffpops’ sheet. Female populations by age group are supplied at the top; male populations by age group are supplied 
from row 58 down. Use Paste > Values if you pasting blocks of data into the yellow cells. 

For information, person age-specific populations are supplied from row 109 down. 

Take care to ensure that the jump-off populations in this sheet are for the jump-off year listed at the top of the ‘Control’ 
worksheet. 
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6. Fertility 

 

The Fertility worksheet requires: 

▪ Total Fertility Rates (TFRs) 
▪ Age-Specific Fertility Rates (ASFRs), and 
▪ the Sex Ratio at Birth. 

The Sex Ratio at Birth is the number of male babies born per 100 female babies (and it is entered in the cell at the top-right of 
the screen shot above). Because it tends not to vary much over space and time, the same ratio is used for all regions and 
projection intervals. 

Total Fertility Rates are required for all regions and projection intervals. Unfortunately there is no ‘gold standard’ method of 
preparing fertility assumptions. Demographers use a number of approaches, some of which involve projecting the TFR directly; 
others project ASFRs instead and obtain the TFR by summation. The approaches include: 

▪ A ‘business as usual’ approach in which the average TFRs of recent years are assumed to remain constant (as shown 
in the screen shot above). This is a common approach. 

▪ An ‘expert argument-based’ approach which asks a panel of experts about factors affecting fertility and their 
opinions about its future (e.g. Lutz 2009). Experts may make TFR projections for a few decades ahead; TFRs for 
intervening years are obtained by interpolation. 

▪ Applying demographic theories or models (such as the demographic transition model, the second demographic 
transition, or gender equity theory), though it can be challenging to convert qualitative theoretical statements into 
quantitative projection assumptions. 

▪ Results from surveys asking people about intended future fertility (e.g. van Hoorn and Keilman 1997). 
▪ Simple linear extrapolation of ASFRs (e.g. Smith et al. 2013). 
▪ Various forms of mathematical model which project parameters representing the fertility age schedule (e.g. Verma 

et al. 1996; Knudsen et al. 1993). 
▪ Linking to others’ TFR projections. For example, use could be made of the latest ABS medium series TFR projection 

for Australia, with each projected regional TFR = Australian TFR × regional scaling factor. The regional scaling factor 
could be the local TFR for recent years divided by the Australian TFR over the same period. 

Further down the ‘Fertility’ sheet, age-specific fertility rates must be supplied. These do not have to match the TFRs exactly 
because the projection program will scale the ASFRs up or down to align with them. This permits alterative fertility scenarios to 
be produced easily by changing only TFRs (and leaving the fertility age profiles unchanged). The actual scaled ASFRs used in the 
projections are written out in the grey-tabbed worksheet ‘ASFRs’. 
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Some projection assumptions incorporate changes to fertility age profiles over time, usually involving slight shifts in the age 
profile towards older ages. These assumptions can be projecting using mathematical models of the fertility age profile or ASFR 
extrapolation, or borrowing assumptions from others (e.g. the ABS). In practice, however, changing the fertility age profiles 
over time makes relatively little difference to the projected number of births. Of far more significance is the TFR. Therefore, 
most of the effort in setting fertility assumptions should be given to creating the best possible TFR assumptions. 
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7. Mortality 

 

 

 

Mortality assumptions are set in terms of life expectancy at birth, which are later converted to age-specific death rates 
(ASDRs). Methods for preparing life expectancy at birth calculations are often made with mathematical models. They include: 

▪ The Lee-Carter model (and its many variants) which projects age-specific death rates (ASDRs) as a function of a small 
number of parameters (Booth and Tickle 2008). 

▪ Models which extrapolate individual ASDRs using various functions (e.g. Ediev 2008; Terblanche 2016). 
▪ Models which extrapolate parameters of models representing mortality age profiles (e.g. Bongaarts 2005). 
▪ Models which project life expectancy directly. 
▪ Linking to others’ life expectancy projections. For example, use could be made of the latest ABS medium series life 

expectancy projections for Australia, with each projected regional life expectancy = Australian life expectancy × 
regional scaling factor. The regional scaling factor could be the local life expectancy for recent years divided by the 
Australian value over the same period. 

Some life expectancy projection methods are derived from more judgemental approaches, such as expert judgement about 
life expectancy several decades into the future, experiences of other countries/regions with higher life expectancy, or theories 
about limits to life expectancy. 

RePPP simplifies the mortality assumption-setting process by employing a single mortality surface (Wilson 2015). This mortality 
surface consists of a wide range of life table nLx values ranging from low life expectancy to very high life expectancy (see 
Preston et al. 2011 for a description of life tables). The projection program selects the points on the mortality surface 
corresponding to each region’s life expectancy assumptions for each projection interval and calculates ASDRs from the nLx 
values. The model therefore makes the simplifying assumption that each region experiences the same age-sex mortality 
development over time, but from different starting points and at different speeds. 
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The mortality surface in RePPP (part of which is shown in the screen shot below) incorporates historical and projected 
Australian life tables. The projected components were created using an adaptation of Ediev’s (2008) extrapolative method. 
Ediev’s method extrapolates the logarithms of ASDRs but includes techniques to ensure plausible and internally consistent 
projections. 

It is recommended that these mortality surface values are not changed unless you are an experienced mortality forecaster. 
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8. Internalmigration 

 

For subnational population projections internal migration is usually the most important of the demographic components of 
change. These assumptions are set in the ‘Internalmigration’ sheet. 

If you select migration option 3 (where migration rates are adjusted to align with specified net internal migration totals) then 
annual average net migration values need to be supplied at the top of the ‘Internalmigration’ sheet. The screen shot above 
shows some example assumptions.  

Note that net internal migration must sum to zero across all regions. If not, the cells summing net internal migration across all 
regions in row 56 will appear pink. 

 

One way of ensuring net internal migration always sums to zero is to set net internal migration for the ‘rest of Australia’ region 
to –SUM(     ) of all other regions’ net migration.  

 

Further down the worksheet, in- and out-migration rates by sex and period-cohort need to be supplied. Because this is a large 
worksheet, there are buttons at the top which will take you to the start of sections by sex and migration flow type (in- or out-
migration). Use Paste > Values to paste blocks of migration rates copied from elsewhere. Note that all migration rates must be 
greater than 0 to enable constraining to net migration totals or population totals to occur. If there are cells with migration 
rates of zero, change them to a small value, e.g. 0.00001. All migration rates must also be less than 1.0. 
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What sort of assumptions should be made for internal migration rates? If you have selected migration option 2 in which the 
projections are based directly on the rates supplied in this worksheet then you may wish to change the migration rates over 
time. In subnational populations internal migration is often a significant driver of population change; be aware that the 
projections will be highly sensitive to the specified migration rates. However, it is common practice to keep the migration rates 
constant over time (as shown in the screen shot above) unless you are confident they will change in a particular way. Be 
aware, however, that migration rates held constant over long projection horizons may give implausible net internal migration 
projections in the long-run (as discussed in Wilson and Bell 2004; Dion 2015). 

If you have selected migration options 3 or 4 in which preliminary migration based on migration rates supplied in this 
worksheet is adjusted to match net migration totals or total populations, then you may still wish to change the migration rates 
over time. But be aware that preliminary migration calculated using these rates is adjusted to match the selected constraint, 
and the adjustment may be substantial depending on the value of the constraint. Adjusted migration rates used in the 
projections will be written out to the grey-tabbed sheets ‘ASIMRs’ for age-specific in-migration rates and ‘ASOMRs’ for age-
specific out-migration rates. 
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9. Internationalmigration 

 

If you select migration option 3 (where preliminary migration is adjusted to align with specified net international migration 
totals) then annual average net international migration values need to be supplied at the top of the ‘Internationalmigration’ 
sheet. The screen shot above shows some example assumptions. 

Further down the worksheet immigration numbers and emigration rates by sex and period-cohort need to be supplied (as 
shown in the screen shot below). Like the ‘Internalmigration’ sheet there are buttons at the top which will take you to 
different sections of the worksheet. Note that all immigration numbers and emigration rates must be greater than 0, so that 
constraining to net international migration totals or population totals can occur. If there are cells with zeros, change them to a 
small non-zero value. 

 

Note that immigration numbers must be supplied as annual average immigration flows. All emigration rates must be less than 
1.0. 

Currently ABS only publishes State and Territory international migration data. Methods for estimating immigration and 
emigration for sub-state regions are available in Wilson (2016a). International migration estimates for Greater Capital City 
Statistical Areas and SA4 regions outside the capitals for 2006-11 are available from the author. 
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What sort of assumptions should be made for immigration and emigration? There are no standard methods for projecting 
international migration, and there are often large errors in international migration forecasts (Wilson 2012). If you have 
selected migration option 2 in which the projections are based directly on the rates supplied in this worksheet then you may 
wish to change the international migration inputs over time. In Australia, immigration tends to be more volatile than 
emigration so time-varying immigration flows is one option. 

If you have selected migration options 3 or 4 in which preliminary migration based on immigration flows and emigration rates 
supplied here is adjusted to match net migration totals or total populations, then be aware that preliminary migration 
calculated using these rates is adjusted to match the selected constraint, and the adjustment may be substantial depending on 
the value of the constraint. Adjusted migration assumptions used in the projections will be written out to the grey-tabbed 
sheets ‘ASINs’ for age-specific immigration numbers and ‘ASERs’ for age-specific emigration rates. 
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10. Constrainingtotals 

 

If migration option 4 is chosen, then internal and international migration flows will be adjusted so that the projections match 
the population totals supplied in the ‘Constrainingtotals’ sheet. 

These constraining totals may be based on a housing-unit model of total population or an employment-led population 
projection (Wilson 2011), or perhaps an alternative model of total population which has been proven to produce accurate 
forecasts. An example is the averaged extrapolative model evaluated in Wilson (2016b). 

Use this option with caution. If the constraining populations vary significantly from projections obtained with the specified 
migration rates and immigration flows (migration option 2), then large adjustments will have to be applied to the preliminary 
migration flows. This caution applies especially to very large population declines. Because the program adjusts inward and 
outward migration flows by the same proportion, too much population decline will require very high out-migration rates. If the 
sum of out-migration, emigration and death rates reaches 1.0 for any cohort the program will fail. 
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11. Input data validation 

 

Once all input data have been supplied in the yellow-tabbed sheets it is recommended that each sheet is manually checked to 
ensure data are present in all the cells with region name labels next to them, and that the correct data is in the correct place. 

Then click on the blue ‘Validate’ button. This will look for: 

▪ zero or negative rates  
▪ missing input data 
▪ net internal migration values which do not sum across regions to zero (if migration option 3 is chosen) 
▪ out-migration, emigration and death rates which together exceed 1.0 for any period-cohort 
▪ life expectancy at birth assumptions which fall outside the range of the mortality surface. 

If no problems are detected the following message will be displayed. 
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But be aware that the validation routine will not check whether the supplied projection assumptions are sensible or plausible. 
The adage ‘garbage in, garbage out’ applies. The validation routine will also not check that input data is in the correct location 
(e.g. if male and female life expectancy assumptions have been inadvertently swapped). All problems must be resolved before 
running RePPP; the program will still run with errors in input data, but it is likely to fail. 

If any the problems listed in the dot points above are found an error message will be displayed. Examples are shown below. 
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12. Running RePPP 

 

Once the input data validation is complete decide if you wish to generate separate output files for each region. If so, select 
‘Yes’ under the ‘Projection output files’ heading. 

Before running RePPP, be aware that earlier projection outputs will overwritten without warning once you press the ‘Run 
RePPP’ button. If you don’t want this to happen, re-name the files they are in. 

Once you are ready to create projections, close all other Excel files, and then click on the red button ‘Run RePPP’. 

The program will write outputs to the red-tabbed worksheets and, if you have selected separate output files, it will create 
output files for individual regions in the directory specified under the ‘Projection output files’ heading. 
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13. Run-time errors 

Hopefully you won’t get any run-time errors, but under some circumstances RePPP may not run successfully. The program may 
fail if: 

▪ an iteration loop fails to converge 
▪ unexpected data (or data types) are read into the program 
▪ the individual output file path specified in the ‘Control’ worksheet is incorrect 
▪ the RePPP_output_template.xlsx file is not in the directory specified in the ‘Control’ worksheet 
▪ earlier individual output files are open when the program is running 
▪ net internal migration does not sum to zero across all regions  
▪ out-migration, emigration and death rates together exceed 1.0 for any period-cohort 
▪ any populations or demographic components of change become negative. 

If you are unable to resolve the issue easily please contact the program author. 
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14. Projection output reviewing 

Once projections have been produced it is important to review them for plausibility, consistency and possible errors in 
projection assumptions, and adjust them if necessary. This kind of reviewing is an inexact science. What constitutes ‘plausible’ 
and ‘consistent’ is subjective, but it is still valuable to check the projections to ensure they are free of major and/or 
embarrassing errors. 

The following checklist is derived from that created by Wilson and Cooper (2014). 

Projections reviewing checklist 

1. Total populations 

a) Does the projected total population seem plausible in the light of past trends? If not, is there a good reason for it?  

b) If projected growth in an urban area is very high, does it generate a population density (i) within plausible limits and 

planning controls and (ii) in line with other information on the anticipated development of the area? 

c) Is the projected total population similar to previous projections for this area, and those produced by others? If not, is 

there a good reason for it?  

d) Does the total projected population decline by a substantial amount (e.g. > 50%)? If so, are there good reasons for it? 

2. Demographic components of change 

a) Do the demographic components of change sum to total population change for each projection interval?  

b) Do the projected components of change seem plausible in the light of past trends? If not, are there good reasons for 

this?  

c) Does the total net migration assumption (internal + international migration) of each local area/region in broad terms 

align with what is known about the local economic prospects of the area? 

3. Age-sex structure 

a) Does the projected population age structure change in line with the projected net migration age pattern and cohort 

flow from earlier age groups? 

b) Does the projected age structure change in line with past population age structures? 

c) Does the relative size of the infant age group align with fertility assumptions? 

d) Are peaks and troughs in the age structure related to non-private dwelling populations (e.g. boarding schools, prisons, 

and nursing homes) maintained in the projections? 

e) If an area is projected to grow rapidly, is most of the growth in the peak in-migration ages? 

f) Are sex ratios for the infant age group close to the sex ratio at birth? 

g) Do sex ratios by age change only gradually over time? 

4. Projected population growth across areas 

a) Does projected net internal migration across the whole country/population system of interest sum to zero? 

b) Do similar types of area (e.g. in terms of size, population density, and remoteness classification) have similar projected 

growth rates? 

c) Do projected populations aggregated up to States/capital/balance of state areas give results fairly similar to ABS 

projections? 

d) Do projected populations of local areas/regions summed to larger functional/planning regions give plausible results? 
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15. Glossary 

Age-specific rate 
The rate at which a demographic event occurs. Rates are calculated as the number of demographic events divided by the 
person-years at risk of that event. 
 
Cohort-component model 
The standard demographic projection model in which the population is divided into birth cohorts and projected into the future 
by adding and subtracting the demographic components of change (births, deaths and migration). 
 
Emigration 
Migration out of a country to another (commonly defined as for a minimum of 12 months) 
 
Estimated Resident Population (ERP) 
The best estimate of the usually resident population of a region or country. 
 
Immigration 
Migration into a country from another (commonly defined as for a minimum of 12 months) 
 
In-migration 
Migration into a region from elsewhere within the country. 
 
Jump-off populations 
The starting populations for a set of projections. 
 
Jump-off year 
The starting year of the projections, from which the projections “jump-off” into the future. 
 
Life expectancy at birth 
The average number of years of life a newly-born baby would live if a particular set of age-specific death rates remained 
constant. 
 
Net internal migration 
In-migration minus out-migration. 
 
Net international migration 
Immigration minus emigration 
 
Net migration 
Migration into a country or region minus migration out of a country or region. Often this is broken up into net internal 
migration and net international migration. 
 
Out-migration 
Migration out of a region to elsewhere within the country. 
 
Period-cohort 
The age and time dimensions of a cohort over a specific period of time. For example, the period-cohort aged 5-9 to 10-14 in 
2016-21 describes the cohort aged 5-9 years in 2016 gradually ageing over the 2016-21 period to become aged 10-14 years by 
2021. 
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Projection horizon 
The period between the jump-off year and the final year of the projections. 
 
Projection interval 
The length of individual time periods in which a projection model moves forward. Projection intervals in RePPP are five years. 
 
Total Fertility Rate 
The average number of children born to women according to a particular set of age-specific fertility and death rates. 
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